Adaptive keyhole methods for dynamic magnetic resonance image reconstruction.
Dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquires a sequence of images for the visualization of the temporal variation of tissue or organs. Keyhole methods such as Fourier keyhole (FK) and keyhole SVD (KSVD) are the most popular methods for image reconstruction in dynamic MRI. This paper provides a class of adaptive keyhole methods, called adaptive FK (AFK) and adaptive KSVD (AKSVD), for dynamic MRI reconstruction. The proposed methods are based on the conventional Fourier encoding and SVD encoding schemes. Instead of the conventional keyhole methods' duplication of un-acquired data from the reference images, the proposed methods use a temporal model to depict the inter-frame dynamic changes and to estimate the un-acquired data in each successive frame. Because the model is online identified from the acquired data, the proposed methods do not require the pre-imaging process, the navigator signals, and any prior knowledge of the imaged objects. Furthermore, the new methods use the conventional keyhole encoding schemes without the bias to any particular object characters, and the temporal model for updating information is in the general form of AR process without the preference to any particular motion types. Hence, the proposed methods are designed as a generic approach to dynamic MRI, other than for any specific class of objects. Studies on dynamic MRI data set show that the new methods can produce images with much lower reconstruction error than the conventional FK and KSVD.